
Street  
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SeatinG

economical
and 

maintenance 
free



Street furniture with the 
seating made of acrylic slats  
is forward-looking, very  
durable and very economical. 
The Nusser product range was 
extended with highly durable 
acrylic slats on benches, tables 
and bench/table combinations. 

An all-rounder for public spaces.

Street furniture for public places has to meet special requirements.  

Nusser Stadtmoebel products are designed to meet the tough  

conditions in outside spaces. Our mix of convincing shapes and forms, 

high quality standards and technical Know-how make us a unique  

supplier for outdoor furniture, ever since we started the business  

in 1933. 

Beck Stadtmoebel, a longtime part of the Nusser Group is the  

specialist for litter bins, bicycle racks and bollards. In 2014,  

ODM Stadtmoebel, a stainless steel expert, became part of the  

Nusser Group. 

The youngest member of the Nusser Group is the Austrian acrylic  

pioneer and also a playground professional Stausberg Stadtmoebel.  

They are complementing our expansion into the international market.



FLEXUS 

The bench with three legs is a reminder of the classic  

cantilevered furniture. The hot-dip galvanised and powder 

coated flat-steel legs are designed for embedding.

The seats and the backrest can be removed.

 Bench MEERSBURG (NUSSER) with acrylic slats in light blue

Powerful arguments at a glance

	 Extremely		resistant

	Almost	no	service	required,	hence		

	 very	economical

	Odorless

	 Shock-resistant,	no	splitting		

	 and	no	rupturing

	 Plain	and	user-friendly

	Hygienic

	Highly	water-resistant

	Heat	resistant

	 Fast	drying

	 Self-cleaning	features

	 Long	lasting

	 Seating	comfort	comparable		

	 to	wood

	 Large	color	selection	

Acrylic Seating – convincing advantages

Acrylic is the best synthetical material for outdoor 

use.

 

The combination of the impact resistance core and 

the tough and durable acrylic outer jacket makes it  

an ideal material for outdoor furniture.

 

It is also an interesting material for kindergartens  

and schools. This synthetic surface does not split or 

rupture. Also, it is highly resistant to UV-rays and 

odorless even at high temperatures, because no  

plasticizers are used. Acrylic slats are an economic 

solution and maintenance free.

Beautiful furniture to sit on. The airy, clean design of the 

bench MEERSBURG wins over immediately. The frame 

made out of hot-dip galvanised and powder coated steel 

tube really puts the focus to the colorful acrylic slats.

 Bench FLEXUS (NUSSER) with acrylic structured slats in dark brown 



 Bench TRIER (NUSSER) with orange coloured acrylic slats       Bench KIEL (NUSSER) with acrylic slats in moss green

Useable all year long – useable 

everywhere. 

Street furniture made with 

acrylic surfaces can be left  

outside all year long, no  

painting required – ever. They 

do not have to be placed and 

put in storage. Even the salty 

seawater or the de-icing salt 

cannot damage the acrylic  

surfaces. These facts make  

the acrylic material perfect for 

the outside use.

The bench TRIER is strong and sturdy, not 

only because of the hot-dip galvanized 

steel legs, but also because of the Acrylic 

outer surface. The model TRIER is also 

available without a backrest. There is also 

a matching table available. 

A bench with rough edges – modern,  

open and interesting, this is the way our 

model KIEL represents itself. The hot-dip 

galvanised and powder coated frame  

is made of square tube. Base plates are 

available for surface mounting. 



Whether young people or “best agers” – 

every generation has its own needs.

Nusser takes care of both by creating  

a relaxing ambience.

The HochSitz “HighSeat” with foot rest is a generation 

bench for the not so young; made of hot-dip galvanised 

steel tube (dia. 48 mm) with acrylic slats. The seating is 

raised and a foot rest makes it both comfortable to sit 

and easy to get on and off.

The bench USIT proves that colored acrylic is perfect for 

the young generation. This type of bench is modern and 

perfect for the young. The bench is made out of 50 mm 

hot-dip galvanised steel tube. With the unbreakable  

acrylic slats on the seat, this bench is excellent for chilling 

and relaxing.

 Bench HOCHSITZ (NUSSER) with acrylic slats in moss green                                   Bench USIT (NUSSER) with acrylic slats in brown



Whatever your desire - sitting, laying down or just  

hanging out is possible with the MODUL furniture  

system with a concrete base. Different base elements 

can be combined to create your own resting oasis.  

The looks and the facing of the acrylic slats on the 

“Wave” MODUL are similar to glazed wooden slats. 

No matter where this weather resistant bench is  

located, be it a large open public park or in other  

public places – this Modul is an eye-catcher everywhere. 

The trendy-colored SINUS “seat-wave” with a steel 

frame is a one of a kind eye-catcher.

Especially in the leisure sector, for example public  

outdoor pools, this all-rounder keeps up against  

almost everything.

The slats have self-cleaning characteristics, are  

resistant to water and moisture and have no odor.  

Of course, you can also order the SINUS in one  

color only.

Acrylic slats score with a large color 

range and the benches come with 

unmistakable shapes.

 

Easy-going comfort is guaranteed on the sun  

loungers as well as the seating furniture in the  

“wave” design. Conveniently equipped with  

a high backrest, the lounger COMFORT was  

obliviously stretched so the persons back and  

the legs find stability.

 The STAUSBERG “seat-wave” SINUS with acrylic slats in rainbow colors  The STAUSBERG “seat-wave” MODUL with acrylic structured  slats in light brown

 Lounge chair COMFORT (NUSSER) with acrylic slats in dark blue



The bench type B510V also offers all of the benefits  

of an acrylic surface. The characteristic of this bench  

is the arched tube armrest. There are several variations 

available. With or without backrest, the frame is made  

of matt finished stainless steel or of steel, hot-dip  

galvanized and powder coated.

 Bench B510V-MACML (ODM) with acrylic slats in light grey          
       

 Bench B300V-SACML (ODM) with acrylic structured slats in dark brown

Everlasting beauty – the UV- resistance 

has been proven by a number of tests: 

The colored surface of the acrylic-slats 

does not fade, even if the outdoor  

furniture has to withstand years of  

sunlight and harsh weather conditions.

The bench B300V has a straight-line look. The  

acrylic slats are very user-friendly. The smooth  

surface makes sure, that there is nothing to get  

caught on. The frame is made of matt finished  

stainless steel or hot-dip galvanized steel, with  

powder coating as an option. The bench can be  

freestanding or embedded. 



 Bench ASTERA (NUSSER)  with acrylic structured slats in moss green

Anatomically designed outdoor 

furniture: The comfort of an 

acrylic surface is comparable to 

the comfort of wood. The slats 

immediately take on the body 

temperature without feeling 

cold. For this reason, sitting 

down on the bench feels simply 

cozy.

The bench ASTERA, available with or  

without armrest, guaranties a contoured 

seating comfort. This model can be  

complemented by a matching table.

The steel frame of the bench PALOMA  

is hot-dip galvanised and powder coated. 

The armrest is made of twisted flat  

steel. Combined with the acrylic slats,  

a harmonious unit is created.

The bench PALOMA is available with and 

without a backrest.

 Bench PALOMA, (NUSSER) available with or without backrest, with acrylic slats in light grey 



 Seating group, specially designed with acrylic slats in blue  Seating group, specially designed with acrylic slats in grey  Litter bin SYLVA (NUSSER)  with acrylic slats in dark brown

Acrylic street furniture fits just about  

everywhere.

The product portfolio of the Nusser-Group is 

trend-setting with respect to quality and diversity.

For decades, NUSSER has supplied standard  

benches that have become classics in the industry. 

And now the robust acrylic slats, with all its 

advantages, will become a benchmark.

Outdoor furniture made with acrylic slats can be 

used in every location:

 Public spaces

 Service areas

 Railroad stations, airports, bus stops etc.

 Amusement parks, municipal parks and  

 public pools

 

The plastic profiles are recyclable, 

should there be no use for them  

anymore.

       
 Bench STK 3/5 (NUSSER) with acrylic slats, Oregon-structure, in light brown

       
 Seating element with acrylic slats, Oregon-structure, in light brown

Other than for benches, Acrylics slats can be used for 

other outdoor products. The litter container SYLVA with  

a capacity of 54 liters is also a classic design, which has 

been successful for more than 40 years. Now the litter 

container has a new trim. The acrylic slats fit perfectly.

The ageless design of the bench STK (Arosa) with the 

hot-dip galvanized steel frame has been a strong selling 

bench for more than four decades. There is almost no 

upkeep required.

Acrylic slats are also suitable for most  

special projects.

Seating elements with acrylic slats offer special,  

individual possibilities to create seating-accommodations. 

Whether on a stone wall or on concreate steps, you  

will always find the perfect solution.



The frame of the Orchidee resembles the good old 

cast iron benches. This is a successful mix of traditional 

and modern design. The feet, made out of flat steel, 

give this traditional bench an easy and modern form. 

Also, the ORCHIDEE looks great when combined with 

a table to a seating group.

Contura is a bench which fits like a glove.

This bench model, available with or without armrests, 

facilitates comfortable and anatomically correct 

seating. The large number of slats picks up the body 

contour, so you get the feeling of sitting on a cushion. 

The many different forms of the acrylic 

slats bring color to street furniture.

A classical beauty is the bench EVITA, which suits  

most styles. This bench can be used for large areas  

to create community points or a resting oasis for the 

crowded places.

 Bench ORCHIDEE (NUSSER)  with acrylic slats in grey  Bench EVITA (NUSSER)  with acrylic slats in Oregon-structure

 Bench CONTURA (NUSSER) with acrylic slats in blue and grey



Ship owner Rainer Moeller

 

„Consciously, I decided to use ODM 

acrylic furniture for my passenger 

liners on the Baltic Sea. First of all, 

because of the timeless look, secondly 

because of the smooth surface, the 

oceans water resistance and the UV 

resistance.“

References
Acrylic benches on land and on water

Austrian planners appreciate the advantages and  

benefits of acrylic slats, using this kind of furniture  

in well-known public places. Newly build parking  

places throughout Austria are equipped with acrylic  

benches. 

ODM STADTMOEBEL has equipped plenty of  

ships with benches for the sundecks, including  

the MS Seegold on Lake Constance.

These benches are special versions, tailored to  

the special needs of the ship operators.

The frames are made of sand blasted and electro- 

polished stainless steel. The seats are made of  

acrylic slats, which are durable and robust. This is  

a very economical solution. 

 ODM benches, MS Seegold, Lake Constance

 STAUSBERG benches, ASFINAG-service area in Austria           ODM benches, Reederei Käpp’n Brass, Baltic Sea Warnemünde



The properties and the appearance of acrylic slats 
are the result of a sophisticated manufacturing 
process.

The core consists of an impact resistant plastic  
material with an outside acrylic liner. Acrylics are 
resistant to humidity, rainwater as well as other 
liquids (even alcohol and lots of acids and alkalies). 
The combination of the impact resistant core  
and the tough coating with the Polyacryl are the 
secret of the nearly indestructible slats. In a highly  
technical operation the core and the acrylic coating 
is extruded and pressed in form. Afterwards every 
single slat is cooled in a waterbath and finished  
with an acrylic end cap. 

The combination of the shock resistant synthetic 
core and the hard acrylic surface is the secret  
of the nearly non-breakable slats with all its  
outstanding properties. In some cases, flat steel  
bars are integrated into the slats for further strength 
and stiffness.

Colourful “outfits” for outdoor and street  

furniture, using attractive and modern colours.

The acrylic surface allows for a large colour  

selection and different surface structures, so  

most requests of our customers can be met.

Specialty colours are “Titan, Onyx, Sapphire,  

Magnetite and Black Pearl”. Standard colours  

have a range from white to a moss green and  

all the way to red. All these colours have a high 

degree of UV-Resistance and maintain their  

brightness for years. With this range of colours, 

public spaces can be made to shine. Many of  

the surfaces can be supplied with a smooth or  

a structured surface.

Standard colours are a dark brown, a light grey 

and a moss green.

Acrylic slats are economical

 

Street furniture made with wooden slats 

need to be stained in regular intervals, 

typically once a year. These expenses can 

be minimized by using the acrylic slats. 

They last for many years and do not need 

any maintenance. 

Titan

Onyx

Sapphire 

Magnetite

Black Pearl

Light Grey

White

Light Brown –  
structured

Moss Green –  
structured

Moss Green

Dark Brown- 
structured

Dark Brown

Red

Range of colours Profile of Slats
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